Two Sides to the Crypto-Coin
Friends have made more that they ever imagined with Kala coin. If you know the
value of what bitcoin started at in 2008, and you missed it because of your own
questions about cryptocurrency, you do not want to miss the beginnings of Kala
Coin.

http://www.1lifefund.com

There are two sides to every coin. In crypto you cannot see the coin, hear the
coin, smell the coin, taste the coin, feel the coin, but how about watching your
blockchain wallet receive coins daily and weekly. I think so.

NUI Social:
One side earns you KALA Coin and you can deposit the earning and make more or
deposit them in your blockchain wallet. Just watch the screen and you earn Kala
Coin. There are a lot of options. Coupons, videos, games, surveys, etc. earn you
Kala Coin. And you can deposit your Kala Coin exchanged for Bitcoin into a
contract with Mintage Mining.

Additionally, you can mine Kala Coin right in your garage. Yes, and watch it on
your computer. How does that sound? I think it is awesome. Get your mining rig
now for Kala Coin.

Mintage Mining:
The other side uses AI (artificial intelligence) mining machines to mine over 200
crypto coins at a hash rate you cannot get even if you could get the machine. And,

those earnings are automatically deposited into your blockchain wallet on
demand. Yep, right into your wallet every week. Who does this? WOW. (AI =
artificial intelligence) with Mintage Mining.

You can enroll directly, add your deposit into your account at:

http://enrollment.nui.social/613371

Then we will send an invitation to get your deposit into the AI Mining Machines. It
is your money. None goes into someone's silver lined pocket. Your deposit then
just starts growing and is deposited into your blockchain wallet. How does that
sound?

But, first now that you have a Nui.Social membership and Mintage Mining
contract you need a Kala Wallet. Get yours here ASAP because right now it is
FREE.

wallet.kalacoin.io

If you have about $500 in your BTC wallet account you can deposit $150 into the
Nui Social for your membership and $500 into Mintage Mining contract. Then you
can just watch it grow on your Mintage Mining contract. On Nui Social you get
paid for watching the offers, playing games, taking surveys, clipping coupons, etc.

One more thing…. What is a blockchain? You need to study this thing called a
blockchain.

Blockchain - Every second of every day, businesses exchange value with
suppliers, partners, customers and others. By value, we mean goods, services,
money, data and more.
Each exchange of value is a transaction. Successful transactions need to be fast,
precise and easily agreed on by parties participating in the transaction. Blockchain
for business provides a way to execute many more of these transactions — a
much better way. What is blockchain? At its core, a blockchain is a digital ledger
shared among any number of stakeholders with an interest in keeping better
track of information and transactions.

CompChain – the newest personal/business place to maintain, exchange,
manage your network, market your network, with your own NODES.

Now go to this this web link and get your Compchain account. There is a one time
fee of $100 for a limited time. No monthly or any transaction fees. Use this
referral code.

PFNLYBXHWX
http://www.compchain.io

• With Compchain you put the power of blockchain to work protecting the
time and effort you spend building your network.
• Each registration you add to Compchain is permanent, as is each sale or
commission.
• Ever wondered if that comp chain is too good to be true? Is anyone really
making money? With Compchain you don’t have to wonder. Complete
transparency is what we are all about.
• Before you join your next commission structure, make sure they are on
Compchain!

Enjoy your new found earning power with cryptocurrency.

Sincerely,
Tarz
949.306.8503
patrick@ndrun.com

